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I would like to thank the leadership team, staff and children for their warm welcome to the
school, for the opportunity to speak with staff, Governors, parents and pupils during the
assessment and for the evidence detailing the work towards becoming a Level 1 rightsrespecting school. Prior to the assessment visit you provided a comprehensive selfevaluation form and impact evaluation form. It was clear during the visit that everyone
places a real importance on developing a rights respecting ethos and that this ethos
permeates the life of the school in every way. I was treated to an excellent learning walk by
5 very proud and knowledgeable children who were clearly totally committed to the ethos of
the school and were excellent advocates for children’s rights.
It was particularly notable that the Headteacher and staff have worked extremely hard to
create an identity for the school that very successfully combines their core values with
children’s rights. This has created a strong sense of belonging that is evident throughout the
school in both children and adults and has brought about significant changes in the culture
of the school.
Standard A has been exceeded, Standards B, C and D have all met the necessary criteria.

THE
ASSESSMENT
IN DETAIL
The school
context
Thameside Primary School is larger than the average-sized primary school, and numbers on
roll have increased over the last three years.
The proportion of disabled pupils and those with special educational needs supported at
school action is above the national average.
The proportion of pupils who speak English as an additional language is well above the
national average and there are 36 different languages spoken at the school.
The school currently holds the Eco Schools (Silver) and the Healthy Schools awards.
The school received a certificate for their recognition of commitment to the RRSA in April
2013
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In their report in November 2013 Ofsted said: the school has a very positive, inclusive ethos
and a strong team spirit. Staff are very proud of the school and almost all parents would
recommend it to others. Pupils’ attitudes to learning are positive; pupils behave well and
feel safe in school. The school’s curriculum promotes positive behaviour, and does much to
support pupils’ physical well-being and their spiritual, moral, social and cultural
development.

Assessment information
Self-evaluation form received

Yes

Impact evaluation form received

Yes

Attendees at SLT meeting

Headteacher / RRSA lead teacher and Deputy
Headteacher representing the coordinator.

Number of children and young people
interviewed

X 20

Number of staff interviewed

2 teaching staff
2 support staff
2 parents including 1 LSA and 1 parent
Governor
3 governors including 2 staff governors
3 Lunchtime supervisors

Evidence provided

Learning walk
Written evidence
Lessons
Lunchtime playground visit
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Standard A:
Rights-respecting values underpin leadership and management
The UNCRC is woven throughout the school vision and values. The values of Belonging,
Resilience, Assurance, Independence, Integrity and No Limits are very effectively
underpinned by the UNCRC across the curriculum and throughout daily life. The children
interviewed had a thorough understanding of how both the values and CRC are linked and
work together to provide the basis for their charters and life both in the classroom and
playground. The Headteacher uses assembly time to promote thinking about rights and
these are clearly enjoyed by staff and children.
The leadership team has ensured that the SDP is informed by the CRC across most areas
and also contains a specific rights development action plan. Polices have been reviewed to
contain specific references to links with the CRC and practice is monitored and evaluated by
staff and children and good records kept of this with areas for further development needs
clearly shown. The SDP also shows budget allocations for rights resources and training.
Both teaching and support staff confirmed that training has been provided and a curriculum
working party on the development of rights work includes staff from across the year groups
and this has had a huge impact on disseminating effective practice.
Parents and the community are well informed through newsletters and leaflets. Events are
held which enable parents to learn more such as class assemblies and the Parents Forum
provides opportunities for parents to work with the school and gain further understanding.
Displays around the school covering all aspects of the curriculum are linked to articles from
the CRC. There have been several special days and focus weeks that provide an effective
vehicle for involving the school community. Governors are well informed and very supportive
of the RRSA. Children are very involved in a wide range of local and global fundraising
activities. Children’s rights and their links with the global dimension are well thought out and
carefully planned across the year for each year group. The work of the school towards
creating an embedded rights respecting culture has resulted in a commitment from all
stakeholders to sustain this for the future. ‘Everyone is really passionate about it.’ LSA
/Lunchtime supervisor.
Ofsted commented that ‘The school’s ability to promote equality of opportunity, foster good

relationships and tackle discrimination at all levels is a strength. As a result, disabled pupils
and those who have special educational needs, pupils from minority ethnic backgrounds and
those who speak English as an additional language make similar progress to that of others.’

Standard B:
The whole school community learns about the CRC
All staff have received CPD through working groups and involvement in planning and
assemblies. A recently new member of staff commented on the excellent and thorough
training she had received. Children are able to name many of the rights within the CRC and
these are linked to class charters and displayed widely around the school on displays and in
a variety of ways to appeal to all ages across the school, many with carefully chosen
pictures and thought provoking questions. Some of the older children refer directly to the
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articles of the CRC by number. The older children can talk clearly about how things have
changed since the school became a RRS. ‘ If we learn about rights then we can understand
how other children feel’ Year 3 boy. ‘If we learn about rights we can help other children to do
stuff like we do’ Year 2 girl.
‘ Becoming a rights respecting school has made a huge difference. The charters are really
useful and children are so much more aware, using the language of rights spontaneously.’
Year 3 teacher.
Parents receive newsletters and leaflets that continue to develop understanding of the
school’s rights respecting ethos and there is an excellent section on the school website
about the work of the school on the UNCRC and very informative displays in the entrance
hall. Parents interviewed said that children talk about rights at home and are much more
aware of issues and world events. ‘As parents can take this into our family and on beyond
the school. My son is now more likely to take responsibility and deal with things himself. Its
giving children really good skills for life and a social responsibility.’ Parent of year 2 and year
5 children.
Governors receive reports from curriculum leaders which include an evaluation of progress
made in rights work against the agreed outcomes in the SDP.
Assemblies provide an opportunity each week for recognition of individuals who have
demonstrated respect for rights linked to the school’s values and playground tokens are
awarded to individuals for their class total to enable children to understand how rights and
values link to everyday life. This has had a big impact on children’s respect for each other at
playtimes.
Lessons seen included a year 3 focus on persuasive letter writing which included many
references to rights and a reception class discussion tackling the issue of stereotyping which
was supported by an interesting PowerPoint resource. Children involved displayed a good
understanding of rights and were able to make thoughtful comments on how their own lives
were linked to the lives of children in other situations. Children’s work in RE shows links to
Article 14 and learning about World War 2 has helped children to see the impact that war
can have on the lives of children. Children can explain some of the reasons why children
may not be receiving their rights. ‘It’s too hot and it never rains’ Year 2 girl. ‘Children don’t
go to school because they are poor and have to work’ Year 3 girl. ‘It’s about the
Governments’ Year 2 girl
The steering group has been proactive in developing the understanding of global citizenship
and there is a whole school map showing this work across the year. Children in year 3 have
learnt about fair-trade. Many links have been established within the local community and
various charities.

Standard C:
The school has a rights-respecting ethos
All classrooms display charters which have been made child friendly though discussion with
the children. A year 3 class had used the idea of a recipe for a rights respecting classroom
for their charter. Good use has been made of the UNICEF advice on creating charters and
evaluations have been made by lead teachers to encourage consistency in format and use.
These charters are also displayed on the website to be shared by everyone .Children can
explain how the charters are used in class. ‘It shows you and guides you. You can use it to
check you are getting your rights. In the end you do it automatically’ Year 4 boy. ‘You can
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look at it and see that you have to be resilient if the work is hard so you can be the best you
can be. If you achieve all these things you have done all your responsibilities’ Year 6 boy.
Leaders report that behaviour in class has changed as a result of the charters with far less
low level distraction. ‘The charters have given permission for learning to happen, it’s less
cool to join in with disruptive behaviour’
Adults around the school can be heard modelling rights respecting language and behaviour
and children can explain what respectful behaviour looks like. ‘Respect means you take care
of people and don’t laugh at them’ Year 2 boy.
The children are learning to respect other cultures and traditions and are involved on a
regular basis in learning about one of the many languages spoken in the school. Posters
around the school inform everyone about this.
‘Learning about rights has made a big difference, it has made us realise that when we do
something we have a responsibility as well as a right’ Year 5 boy.
Analysis of data collected from focus groups and questionnaires shows that the majority of
children feel safe and that the school is a happy place to learn. Most children know who to
go to if they need help or are upset and most understand how the peer mediators can help
them. ‘I was bullied a lot but now I’m not. I know it’s wrong, now I say stuff like NO it’s wrong
to do that’ Year 3 boy.
The majority of adults feel that the playground is a happy place. There is a very useful AntiBullying Charter to which the children contributed ideas.

Ofsted reported that:
‘Pupils have a good awareness of the different forms of bullying, including cyber bullying.
They say that there is little bullying, and are confident in staff, particularly the headteacher,
to address any problems that occasionally arise.’
‘There is an extremely positive ethos in and around the school. Pupils conduct themselves
well at different times of the day, including playtimes and lunchtimes, and behaviour is well
managed where it is very occasionally necessary to do so. Pupils themselves judge that
behaviour is consistently good’

Standard D:
Children are empowered to become active citizens and learners
Children are given the chance to be involved in decisions which affect their lives in school.
Peer and self evaluation is being developed and pupil interviews inform subject leaders
reports. Children have choices related to enrichment activities and after school clubs. The
children are confident that their opinions are listened to.
The School Council plays an important role. The children were able to explain the
democratic process that they had to go through in order to be elected. Children within the
school council have special responsibilities. They were very proud of the recent suggestion
box idea. ‘This gives children the right to speak up and be confident and use their voice. We
do our best to write back and inform them what ideas we have done’ Year 5 boy. Actions
that have taken place as a result of the suggestion box include the provision of some new
playground equipment.
Children have access to information to support their learning, health and well-being and
there is a lovely new library. PSHE planning effectively links rights work with SEAL.
Leadership opportunities include that of Year 5 peer mediators who have received training.
Many children report having been helped by them at playtime and adults report that their
introduction has had a huge impact on playground issues being brought into class after
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playtime. Ofsted commented, ‘In particular, pupils benefit from the Year 6 peer mediator
arrangements at playtimes and lunchtimes’
Children have many opportunities to be involved in discussions about moral dilemmas.
Circle time and philosophy for children supports this. Two year 5 boys were inspired by a
poster showing some young children working which started a discussion about why they
weren’t at school and how earning money for food might be a priority. The notion of some
rights being more important than others prompted the conclusion that ‘we really shouldn’t
have to make a choice like that!’ Children in year 6 have looked at literacy rates around the
world and the impact that the involvement of UNICEF has had on this in different countries.
The Eco Council and Eco code provide opportunities for taking action for rights both locally
and globally and support children’s development of global citizenship. Power rangers turn off
lights and there is encouragement for involvement in Earth Hour. The gardening club is
growing vegetables. The children are very involved in a variety of fundraising activities and
interest in global event has increased. The children have been involved in designing posters
for the police to raise awareness of speeding drivers and have planted a Kaki tree to support
the campaign for world peace.
.

The future
The assessor would like to encourage the school to continue work on becoming rights
respecting and work towards the award at Level Two.
The following recommendations are made to support the journey based on those that have
proven valuable in other schools and settings in helping them to develop their practice at
Level 2. The recommendations made by the assessors are listed below:
•
•
•

•

Continue to embed the high profile of the CRC in the curriculum and life of the
school.
Work towards reinforcing that rights are inherent and unconditional and not
dependent on carrying out responsibilities.
Continue to develop ways that children can speak and take action for the rights of all
by going beyond the fundraising, for example taking part in the annual “Send my
Friend” campaign and speaking out local issues as they arise through letter writing
and posters.
Start to develop the role of the school as an ambassador for rights within the area.
This might involve engaging with local secondary colleagues to begin to expand
children’s experience of a rights respecting ethos into year 7 and beyond.
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